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How to OCR a Document 
 

There are two methods to OCR. The first method is to have all documents in a drawer OCR’d when a 

document is scanned. The second method is to OCR single documents at the viewer level. 

 

Setup for  scanning all documents in a drawer (method one). 

 

From the Imaging Control Menu highlight the  drawer you want to OCR. 

 

 

Click on the change button 

 



 

 

Click the box next to “OCR Images to Drawer” and click “OK”. Now all documents will have a .txt 

associated with the original document. 

 

The second method is just a button on the viewer. This button is only active if the box is not checked in the 

control menu (method one). 

 



 

The button in the upper right hand corner is the OCR button. 

 

After you press that button wait a few seconds, and a message will appear stating that the OCR is complete. 

 

 

Note: You will see this same message in method one after the OCR is complete. 

 

What is written to the file 
 

There is a file created in the imaging folder with the extension .cai (this is really a text file). We gave it this 

extension to easly identify it in the ISYS program. 

 



For example: where the images are stored, on the sever, it list the imageID. The imageID, for example, 

could be 10889.tif. This is the image itself, and there will be another file named 10889.cai which is the text 

or OCR’d document. 

 

ISYS Program 

 
The ISYS program is used to view the documents that were OCR’d in the CAI imaging system. 

 

BATCH IMPORT 
 

The user can now import a group of images from a file. For example, if the user takes 30 pictures and want 

to import that whole batch into a document. When the user is in the scan window select from Image the 

“Get Batch” option. 

 

 

 

This will then guide the user through selecting a folder. 

 



 

In this example I selected all the images in the TIFF folder on my C: drive. Now I click on the Open button. 

 



 

 

As you can see all the images I selected are listed on the right side of the scan window. Click “OK” and the 

batch process is complete. 

 

WASHINGTON COUNTY ONLY 

 

There is a new piece that will link a recorded document to a different drawer. In Washington County they 

are going to attach recorded Deeds to a parcel number in the Assessor drawer, and the image is only stored 

in one place, and that being the recording drawer. 

 

There is an XML file under the CAIImaging Folder called LinkRecording. Double click on this file and 

change the XML document. This will bring you up in the browser. Select View and then Source. This is 

where the file is edited. 

 



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>  

Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. <data>  

<LinkDrawer>ASSESSOR</LinkDrawer>  

<LinkIndex>Parcel</LinkIndex>  

</data> 

 

There are two places to change the data. The first one is between the LinkDrawer tag. This needs to be the 

drawer the user is going to attach douments. In Washington I think this LinkDrawer is ASSESSOR. The 

second change is between the LinkIndex tags. In Washington I think this LinkIndex is PARCEL.  

 

With that set up from the standalone imaging window there is a new option for that drawer (Assessor 

Drawer). When you right click on the Assessor drawer there is a “Link Recording Doc” option. 

 

 

When you select this option you will be prompted to enter in the Instrument Number, and this has to be a 

valid number. 

 



 

Once you enter in a valid number the other fields will open for input. 

 

  

 

 


